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This is the illustrated autobiography of Geoff Tomlinson. Highly regarded 
in the agricultural community, Geoff has been advising farmers as a rural 
solicitor for the last 36-years. This book has been written to mark his 
retirement and retells with humour many anecdotes. The book contains a 
range of images and line drawing illustrations that will make this popular 
reading, especially for those in the farming world.

“Geoff’s true passion for the rural community has always set him apart. 
His retirement means the loss of a great servant to the rural community. At 
least with this book we can still share in his famous tales.”
Mark Pearson – senior agricultural relationshiP Manager, 
natwest, lancaster

“Geoff is one of the best known Rural solicitors. He has the uncanny ability 
to make clients immediately feel at ease with his infectious personality, 
professionalism and knowledge, but above all, his ability to relay an 
amusing story or two.”
richard Furnival – Partner, arMistead Barnett chartered surveyors 
and auctioneers, garstang

“As a rural solicitor who has stayed grounded to the benefit of his clients, 
Geoff is a man who has seen most, if not all of life and certainly has an 
anecdote for every occasion.”
roBert sheasBy – nFu north west director

“In these changing times for the professions, it is hard to believe we 
will witness his like again for some considerable time; an outstanding 
‘farming’ lawyer with the personal qualities of Geoff 
appearing only once in a generation.”
williaM richMond – consultant, towers & gornall accountants, garstang

About the Author: Brought up on a small dairy farm near Preston, Lancashire, Geoff Tomlinson read law at Durham University and 
after studying for his solicitors exams at The College of Law at Chester he joined Napthen Renwick & Hosker solicitors (as the firm was 
then called) in March 1976 as an articled clerk. After qualifying in 1978 he spent the next 36 years with the firm, now Napthens Ilp, 
34 of them as a partner. For most of that time he practised as a specialist agricultural solicitor, operating throughout the north west 
of England, and gaining recognition as being in the top bracket of agricultural solicitors nationally. Geoff retired in March 2014. He is 
married with two sons and two grandchildren.
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